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Chapter 1261: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 29) 

Luo Qing Chen thought that this night would be awkward, but she never thought that at midnight, 

Sacrificing Gods would send a message to their team. 

[Silver] Death God Priest: What to say, come and drink with brother! 

[Challenger] Unparalleled Fatty: Roast, roast, roast, roast, meat, meat, meat! 

[Gold] Half World Held Soul: Let’s go! 

[Silver]: Dust Floating in the World: Ok. 

[Bronze] Forever: Alright. 

…… 

Fifteen minutes later, their group came to a ‘late night canteen’ near the hotel. 

There weren’t many people, but there weren’t few people, it was a very stylish izakaya. 

“Didn’t we say we would get roasted meat?” The fatty looked a bit awkward. Luo Qing Chen saw his fat 

scrunched up face and couldn’t help revealing a smile. 

Ye Qian Hun had already picked up the menu and ordered, “One cup of hot milk, one portion of foie gras 

and beef sushi, one steamed foie gras, and a portion of tamagoyaki.” 

“My god! God Qian, are you really here to drink with me?” Death God Priest angrily looked at him like a 

death god. 

“This is for Qing Chen.” As soon as his voice fell, he gave the menu to fatty, “There’s roasted meat, order 

it yourself!” 

Sacrificing Gods didn’t even look at the menu as he called to the waiter, “Give me a bottle of sake and a 

bottle of plum wine.” 

“Alright.” The waiter’s voice was very sweet. Luo Qing Chen turned to see that it was a great beauty. 

Fatty ordered quite a bit of roasted meat, about thirty skewers and he was excited about eating it alone. 

Luo Qing Chen only ate the dishes Ye Qian Hun ordered her for. She had to admit it, he really did have 

eyes for ‘ordering dishes’. 

He could choose such good things even blindly ordering, she immediately ate it all and was half full. 

Sacrificing Gods had already finished half the wine. 

“The perfume on you is the one she uses…..He, he, he…..” He gave two bitter laughs. A few strands of 

silver hair fell over his eyes and he said, “I can smell it with one sniff.” 

“Team Q has also signed up for the competition this time.” Ye Qian Hun drank the cup on the table, “We 

should be meeting them in the finals!” 



“What did you say?” Sacrificing Gods’ eyes popped out, clearly never expecting Ye Qian Hun to give him 

this information. 

“Wait, wait, wait……” Fatty swallowed the roasted meat in his mouth before saying, “She…..is their main 

support?” 

“Un.” Ye Qian Hun nodded before his eyes casually fell onto Bai Yong and he asked him, “How do you 

feel their support compares to you?” 

Bai Yong was surprised, like he never thought Ye Qian Hun would suddenly ask him this. His expression 

changed a bit before he said, “I’ve seen the videos, her consciousness isn’t bad. She should be a high 

ranking support.” 

“Your evaluation of her really is high.” Sacrificing Gods gave a taunting cold laugh before looking at the 

fatty, “Give me a cigarette.” 

“Those things…..didn’t…..didn’t you quit?” The fatty looked a bit awkward. When he was hesitating on 

whether to give one or not, Sacrificing Gods had already taken it. 

He lit it and took a deep puff before muttering with a bitter smile, “There are some things that you can’t 

quit.” 

The story of that year was very long, but it was the deepest memory for them. 

At that time, e-sport wasn’t as popular as it was now and the teams were all poorly gathered. 

Unless you relied on your family, it would be dark if you wanted to compete. 

But their group had persevered. 

That year, with a small room, several computers, several cups of instant noodles, and a charming game. 

  

Chapter 1262: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 30) 

At that time, Feng Wu Yue who was a girl was Ye Qian Hun’s support. 

Whether it was her positioning, her skills, or the ability to control vision around the dragon, she did it 

efficiently. 

Feng Wu Yue of that year and He Miao Ling of now couldn’t be compared at all because they weren’t on 

the same level. 

Feng Wu Yue in order to spend more time on practicing had cut her shoulder length hair into a boy’s 

haircut. 

One year, she cut off all her fingernails just so she could play better during team fights. 

That Feng Wu Yue was someone that the jungler Sacrificing Gods strangely admired. 

When they won their first internet cafe tournament, he planned on confessing to her—— 

But she confessed first…… 



“If I say I like you, can you come gank down bot more!” 

“I will always only gank bot.” 

…… 

That was the way they confessed and accepted that confession. 

When Luo Qing Chen heard this, her lips couldn’t help twitching. This also worked? 

But the good times didn’t last since it was harder without sponsors or specialized training. 

Half a year later, Feng Wu Yue left the team without a word. 

She left a large sum of money when she left, a total of a hundred thousand. 

Since disappearing, she appeared again in front of everyone half a year later as Q Team’s starting 

support. 

Feng Wu Yue would never know that one the night she left, Sacrificing Gods would throw the hundred 

thousand that she left into the river. 

The next day, he asked his father for one million to fund the team. 

That boy who wanted to achieve his dream with his own hands had bowed his head to his father 

because of a girl. 

“Everyone can guess the story that followed.” Sacrificing Gods was already on his third cigarette. While 

telling the story, he didn’t forget about Ye Qian Hun, “If it wasn’t for you not going home for money, 

would I have to go?” 

“I don’t have a place to use money…..” 

“Right, right, right, how could the always lonely person have a place to spend money?” 

For their team back then, other than Feng Wu Yue, they were all rich people. It was the same with fatty 

and the mid laner who went to study abroad. 

Only Feng Wu Yue didn’t know anything about this. 

“So Team W was smoothly formed because of this one million?” Luo Qing Chen sipped her milk. She 

held the cup with both hands to keep warm out of habit as she asked this. 

“Un.” Ye Qian Hun looked at her while holding the jacket for her, “We couldn’t participate in 

competitions because we lacked money, so naturally it went smoothly with money and ability.” 

“But don’t you find it strange?” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “Why did Feng Wu Yue have a 

hundred thousand?” 

“Because of the signing bonus.” Sacrificing Gods put out the cigarette in his hand and drank another 

glass of his wine before saying, “I heard that Team Q gave her over a million to sign. I guess she felt bad 

for us, so she gave us a hundred thousand of it!” 



“I don’t think Xiao Wu is like that…..” Fatty lowered his head and said, “Although I am very disappointed 

in her!” 

After all, they did fight together without caring about anything, that time couldn’t be replaced no matter 

how many years passed…… 

“It doesn’t matter.” Sacrificing Gods gave a shrug and pretended to reveal a relaxed smile, “Anyway, 

didn’t they sign up for the provincial tournament? Strength speaks, doesn’t she have dreams? Didn’t she 

leave W because of her dreams? I want her to see what kind of team ends up on top in the end.” 

  

Chapter 1263: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 31) 

On the way home, Luo Qing Chen was clearly anxious. 

The system’s side mission for her seemed to be: Help the cannon fodder Feng Wu Yue find true love! 

But the cannon fodder’s past boyfriend was Death God Priest, wasn’t this mission a bit too hard! 

The wind on the bridge was very strong and there was a bit of snow in the sky. 

The rest walked in front while she and Ye Qian Hun walked behind. 

“Why did you want to play professionally?” His voice was very soft, but there was a gentleness that was 

easy to hear. 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes trembled before looking at the figure in the moon white sweater with a faint 

smile, “Excitement!” 

She was not the previous host and couldn’t tell why the previous host played. Maybe it was because it 

was fun at first, but it was most likely because of You Yu Lin in the end! 

“I asked Xiao Wu this question before.” Ye Qian Hun slowly said, as if he was implying something. Then 

he said, “She told me because it was very special.” 

“Special?” 

“She said that a girl playing this game was very special.” 

At that moment, Luo Qing Chen could only hear the strong wind in her ears and the strong sound of her 

heart beating. 

Five seconds later, her lips twitched a bit and she touched her ear out of habit as she said, “I feel that 

what she says is very reasonable!” 

To be honest, she was a bit doubtful that Ye Qian Hun already knew her true identity. 

Oh, no, it should be her gender. 

So when they returned to the room, he didn’t come out naked. This action didn’t follow the logic of two 

boys living in the same room. 

Luo Qing Chen leaned on her bed and could smell the faint scent of lemons in the air. 



She didn’t know if it was because of the wind, but she felt that her face was a bit hot. 

“Do you know why I don’t share a room with fatty?” Ye Qian Hun placed a glass of water for her at the 

bedside table before slowly entering his bed. 

Luo Qing Chen took the cup of water and tightly held it in both hands as she asked, “Didn’t Sacrificing 

Gods say that he grinds his teeth or snores or something?” 

“That isn’t considered anything.” Ye Qian Hun’s lips curled into a beautiful curve, “He sleepwalks and it 

becomes more serious when he goes to an unfamiliar place.” 

At first Luo Qing Chen thought that Ye Qian Hun was just playing since the word sleepwalking was just 

walking around in the room. 

She never thought that the fatty would open his bag and take out his scissors while sleepwalking. He sat 

in front of the others in his room and darkly said, “Cut, cut, cut! Cut them all!” 

Sacrificing Gods was wearing earplugs at first and couldn’t hear what the fatty said. 

Then he suddenly woke up when the fatty cut his hair before letting out a sharp scream. 

Ah, damn! 

Of course, Luo Qing Chen only heard about this the next morning when she saw Sacrificing Gods with 

those dark circles around his eyes. 

“Were you just dreaming and then blaming me!” The fatty was a bit aggrieved since Sacrificing Gods had 

made him sound too terrifying, so he couldn’t accept this kind of self. 

“He definitely isn’t exaggerating.” Ye Qian Hun took a sip of his coffee and casually said, “When I went to 

the north with you a few years ago, you used the fruit knife to cut apples in front of my bed. At the same 

time, you said, cut, cut, cut! Cut it all!” 

“Damn! Ye Qian Hun! No wonder you said you wouldn’t be in the same room as fatty, so you knew 

everything!” Sacrificing Gods looked at him with an angry look and said, “I don’t care, I’ll be with Qing 

Chen tonight, you three can share a room.” 

“Impossible.” His eyes that were as deep as the sea had an absolute look in them. 

  

Chapter 1264: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 32) 

When Luo Qing Chen looked over, she met Ye Qian Hun’s deep eyes. 

There were times where she couldn’t describe the person in front of her. He was dominating when he 

should be, handsome when he should be, warm when he should be, and black bellied when he should 

be. 

There was a feeling that this person didn’t have a set personality, but he had a charm that others 

couldn’t look away from. 



She felt very comfortable when she was with him, like the other side had thought things through no 

matter what happened. He didn’t give you any pressure and only helped you relax. 

“Why!” Sacrificing Gods pointed at his hair, “To be honest, if it wasn’t for my good luck, he would have 

cut my arteries instead of my hair. Otherwise you would have to go to the King of Hell’s palace to see 

me today!” 

“The fatty just isn’t used to a new environment.” Ye Qian Hun casually looked at Sacrificing Gods, “It 

should be fine today.” 

“I don’t want it, I don’t want it, I don’t want it!” Sacrificing Gods firmly shook his head, “I’ve said it three 

times, it means I really don’t want it!” 

Fatty had a depressed look as he ate the hard boiled eggs in front of him, “I’ll get a large room for 

myself! Humph!” 

“I think that works.” 

“It’s a pity……” Ye Qian Hun said, “There’s no rooms for the hotel today, you can only wait until 

tomorrow.” 

“Then I’ll be in your room tonight!” Sacrificing Gods looked at him with a serious look, “I can get an extra 

bed added.” 

“Impossible.” 

“Why?” 

“Because……” He looked at his watch before casually said, “I’m not willing.” 

Of course, no matter what Sacrificing Gods said, Ye Qian Hun didn’t agree to add a bed since the one 

who booked the room had the right to add beds! 

Because of Ye Qian Hun’s ‘cruel’ rejection, Sacrificing Gods didn’t forget to keep asking while on the way 

to the arena! 

“You…..You won’t let me sleep.” 

“No.” 

“I’ll just feed if you won’t let me!” 

“Alright.” Ye Qian Hun opened the schedule on his laptop while handing it over to him, “But I have to 

remind you, our first game will be against Team Q.” 

At that moment, the news about the ‘sleepwalking fatty’ was completely thrown to the back of 

Sacrificing God’s mind. 

He quickly looked at the schedule and couldn’t help deeply knitting his brows. He slightly pursed his lips 

and said, “We really do meet on a narrow path!” 

“So you’re still planning on feeding?” Ye Qian Hun’s lips gently curled as he handed a piece of paper to 

him, “Moreover, Team Q has changed their ADC this time.” 



“Oh?” Sacrificing Gods said in a surprised voice, “Didn’t they always have an ADC named Caesar when 

they played online?” 

“Un.” Ye Qian Hun narrowed his eyes and he looked at Bai Yong before turning back to Sacrificing Gods, 

“This person hasn’t appeared in a long time and he hasn’t logged in for a long time when I checked his 

account.” 

“A powerful ADC like Caesar giving up on his career just like this, it really is a pity!” Fatty didn’t forget to 

participate while eating his chips. 

“Let’s not discuss giving up or not.” Ye Qian Hun took out a pen from his bag and drew a line under 

Team Q’s ADC, “You should be familiar with their current starting ADC.” 

As soon as his voice fell, everyone looked over. 

Three seconds later, they were all ‘synched’ in their shock. 

“Jade Tree Facing the Wind?” Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled into a cold smile, “This competition really is a 

bit interesting.” 

  

Chapter 1265: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 33) 

“I already said that Jade Tree Facing the Wind wasn’t bad as an ADC, it was just that his team was too 

bad that they suffered such an ugly loss.” Sacrificing Gods seemed a bit disappointed. He unconsciously 

touched the diamond stud on his right ear and muttered, “But the current support is different……” 

There were many large differences between internet cafes and the provincial matches, one of them was 

that it was live broadcasted. 

Not only were there special audience seats, there were even reporters…… 

Because of the provincial matches, they brought team uniforms with Team W’s logo, which was a bright 

red and white sports jacket. 

“When is our game?” 

“One.” 

Luo QIng Chen looked at the time, there was still an hour. It would probably be their turn once the 

people on stage were finished. 

Sacrificing Gods had been looking around since coming in, wanting to see that familiar figure. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as she revealed a helpless smile, “We’ll meet them in time.” 

“Who cares!” Sacrificing Gods gave a shrug, pretending to reveal a relaxed smile, but everyone could tell 

that Sacrificing Gods was nervous and he was very nervous. 

Luo Qing Chen felt that this pairing was a bit interesting. Although this side mission seemed as difficult 

as climbing a mountain, she suddenly wanted to know how these two would end up. 



Half an hour later, a staff member took them backstage. 

Because it was a play in, their team didn’t have a separate room and they shared a room with everyone. 

There was a large LCD screen that was live broadcasting the game. 

There was a sense of hostility that came from each team since each team here wasn’t weak. 

“Ah, isn’t that god Qian and god Sacrificing?” There was a clear voice that sounded that attracted 

everyone’s faze. 

Luo Qing Chen turned to see a girl in a lavender sweater come over. 

It didn’t seem like an enemy, but the coat she was wearing was from a team called AG. 

She seemed very excited, immediately coming forward to say, “I am your fan! It is because of you that I 

decided to play professionally!” 

“You You, you’re clearly being a ‘traitor’!” A male voice from someone wearing the same coat slowly 

sounded, but it was clear that he was joking. 

“Ha, ha!” Tang You You gave a sweet laugh, “Are you lacking a mid laner, I can sub for you!” 

There was a faint sparkle in her eyes, it was clear that she was a fan that absolutely adored Ye Qian Hun. 

“Ke, ke……” Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat and said, “This little sister, you are clearly ‘stealing a 

seat’!” 

Tang You You was a bit surprised before her eyes slowly fell onto Luo Qing Chen. Then she suddenly 

gave another scream. 

“Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah!” She excited came in front of Luo Qing Chen, “You, you, you, you’re the one who 

zeroed Blazing Flame, the super handsome mid laner, right!” 

Luo Qing Chen suddenly felt a bit of awkwardness in the air…… 

She looked over at Ye Qian Hun, asking him for him. 

Ye Qian Hun looked at her with a smile, but it was unknown if he was laughing at her or looking at her 

with a pampering gaze. 

Ye Qian Hun then slowly said in his voice as cool as water, “We should go on stage. You guys fight well, 

we’ll meet on stage.” 

  

Chapter 1266: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 34) 

“Un, un, we’ll meet on stage!” Tang You You’s face was red as she awkwardly scratched her head, “You 

guys need to fight hard too, you are the belief of all us fans!” 

Because they used to….also be her belief. 

Only ten minutes before the match did Team Q slowly walk onto the stage. 



They were wearing a black uniform and there were many fans assembled behind them as they walked 

onto the stage. 

Sacrificing Gods was a bit stunned as his eyes stayed on Feng Wu Yue for a while. Until the host said ‘can 

both teams please take their seats’ did he finally come back to his senses and walk towards the stage. 

Actually, Sacrificing Gods didn’t know that Feng Wu Yue wearing the sunglasses had her eyes on him the 

entire time, not looking away for a second. 

But he didn’t know about this. 

Both sides sat down and entered the ban pick phase. 

Team Q was different from ‘Blazing Flame’, their style gradually leaned towards playing methodical. 

It meant that as long as everyone on the team was good, they would practice using every resource on 

the map (dragon, baron, towers) to speed up the pace of the game. 

Team Q banned Luo Qing Chen’s most dazzling Syndra and Annie, as well as the Xayah that Ye Qian Hun 

used once. 

It seemed like Team Q had made quite a few preparations to face them. 

“How about we target their ADC?” Sacrificing Gods said in the voice chat and everyone was surprised. 

Since both sides were on stage at the same time, in order to avoid excess sound, normal large scale 

competitions would use soundproof headphones for communications. 

Three seconds later, the fatty said first, “Alright, ban whatever you want to ban.” 

“Thanks brother.” 

In the end, Sacrificing Gods banned the three most powerful ADCs, Kalista, Xayah, and Kog’maw. 

[TL Note: Author forgot that the enemy team already banned Xayah….] 

Ye Qian Hun’s bitter laugh came from their headsets, “Are you targeting him or me?” 

“God Qian, if your champion pool is this shallow, you can delete the words god Qian from your life.” 

Sacrificing Gods banned two champs while saying this, targeting their support this time. 

[TL Note: This is based in 2011, which means that there were only three bans back then, so it’s very clear 

that the author knows nothing about league…..] 

In other words, he was targeting Feng Wu Yue. 

After the ban phase was over, it was time for the champ select phase. In the end, Ye Qian Hun took 

Tristana and Luo Qing Chen chose Twisted Fate. 

Everyone knew that Twisted Fate was her natural champion. This was a champ that could extend all 

over the map to provide support, it was very good for team fighting. 

“They actually let you pick Twisted Fate?” When the game entered the loading screen, the fatty finally 

reacted. 



Normally speaking, it was impossible for a team playing against Team W to give Luo Qing Chen Twisted 

Fate since she was just too powerful with it. 

Twisted Fate looked like a magician, but he had very good damage and could even kill minions for mana. 

Luo Qing Chen played very naturally, but the enemy mid laner was Jayce, a champ that consumed a lot 

of resources. 

“They must be very confident in their mid laner!” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and revealed a 

confident smile. 

She liked this feeling of a strong match since the closer the enemy was to her, the more exciting it was 

to win. 

“Don’t panic, I’ll come to mid lane to help you catch up.” Sacrificing Gods said in a rare gentleman 

fashion to Luo Qing Chen. 

“No need.” She said with a chuckle, “You only have to do one thing this game, gank their bot lane!” 

  

Chapter 1267: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 35) 

Team Q’s current bot lane was Feng Wu Yue and You Yu Lin. 

Whether it was the previous host or Sacrificing Gods, there was a deep grudge. 

As for the mid lane, since the other side was confident enough to give her Twisted Fate, he should get a 

taste of Luo Qing Chen’s Twisted Fate. 

The early stages of the game were rather even. Although the other side’s CS couldn’t keep up to hers, it 

was still quite stable. 

After all, Luo Qing Chen felt that her and Ye Qian Hun’s skills were enough for them to solo kill the lanes 

while CSing, but the other side played very carefully. They would rather lose minions than expose 

themselves to danger. 

“The jungler can come bot, the ADC doesn’t have flash.” Ye Qian Hun said this while pinging the brush in 

mid lane, “Be careful of the enemy jungler.” 

“Alright.” 

“Un.” 

Sacrificing Gods and Luo Qing Chen both replied with one word. They didn’t say much since they could 

tell that the other side wasn’t weak. 

A minute later, Sacrificing Gods who had chosen J4 came to bot lane and hid in the triangle brush out of 

sight. 

But when he saw the support come close, he used an EQ combo without a word and firmly trapped her 

with his ult. 



Ye Qian Hun followed up with a W and put the E on her before using his autos to take away her life. 

The enemy ADC You Yu Lin flashed under the tower and silently killed minions. 

At this time, the enemy mid laner sent a message in all chat. 

[All] Six Sauce: Xiao Wu, do you see it! These people don’t find you pleasing to the eyes and only think 

about killing you. 

[All] Unparalleled Fatty: Shut up! A person who’s being crushed by twenty CS can still talk? 

…… 

There were screams in the audience as the sounds crested. 

The commentator was a bit awkward when casting and the coach reminded them not to explode. After 

all, it was being broadcasted online and while it was only a qualifier, it would have a bad effect. 

Luo Qing Chen used her ult to go to the blue buff and took away Six Sauce who wanted to back after 

taking the blue with a WEQ combo. 

Of course, she also took away the blue buff. 

Even if the fatty didn’t use his mouth to argue with the other side, she used her absolute strength to 

slap them down. 

The sound of the face slapping didn’t end as the crowd’s cheering came in waves. 

Six Sauce felt that he had no face. He wanted to taunt Sacrificing Gods, but then he was solo killed by 

the enemy’s rookie mid laner. 

When the camera fell onto his face, it was completely dark. 

“The baron is coming up in one minute. Sacrificing Gods, go and control the vision in the pit.” Ye Qian 

Hun didn’t forget to give orders to Sacrificing Gods while killing minions. 

After all, he knew that although his EQ combo along with the ult had been very smoothly used on Feng 

Wu Yue, he was still a bit unwilling in his heart. 

Because after he pressed the ult, he didn’t use any autos on her. 

“Alright, I’ll do it after getting this blue.” 

“I’ll come with you.” Luo Qing Chen said, slowly moving towards the baron pit. 

Because the baron pit was dark, Luo Qing Chen went from the direction of her blue buff, but she never 

thought that Sacrificing Gods would turn to see Feng Wu Yue who was putting down vision near the 

baron pit. 

It really was…..meeting on a narrow road. 

Sacrificing Gods was stunned, not pressing any skills. 



Feng Wu Yue’s W skill turned him into a little sheep and Luo Qing Chen used her ult to appear in front of 

her, taking her life with all her skills. 

  

Chapter 1268: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 36) 

“So…..Sorry.” Sacrificing Gods’ voice came from the voice call, he still hesitated in the end. 

He knew that this would be dragging on the pace of the game, but he couldn’t throw his skills on her at 

that moment. 

“It’s fine.” Luo Qing Chen softly said, “If you want to lose to her, we can do it with you.” 

Actually Luo Qing Chen’s trick wasn’t that good, but using it on Sacrificing Gods now was quite effective. 

“Of course we will win.” He took a deep breath and said, “Only we are qualified to stand at the peak of 

victory.” 

As soon as his voice fell, he was stunned by a W from the enemy and every jumped on him, directly 

killing him. 

When Sacrificing Gods’ corpse fell to the ground, the other side’s mid laner Six Sauce danced on him. 

But even like that, Feng Wu Yue gave him a shield to protect him. 

Everyone in the voice call was silent. It wasn’t Sacrificing Gods’ screen that turned dark, but rather his 

heart. 

“God Qian, it’s twenty minutes.” After a while, his voice came back to him, “You should give us a team 

fight that we can’t lose.” 

“Start whenever.” Ye Qian Hun had the look of an absolute king in his eyes. He had three items and over 

a hundred CS over the enemy ADC which gave him enough power to say this. 

“But what I have is damage and even fatty isn’t tanky, the other side has too many CC skills.” Sacrificing 

Gods seemed to have changed back into the Sacrificing Gods that calmly analyzed the situation, 

speaking in a very calm voice. 

Luo Qing Chen changed the Rabadon’s Death Cap she wanted to a Zhonya’s Hourglass. 

The Zhonya Hourglass wasn’t as effective as the Death Cap, but it had a very good active skill which was 

referred to in game as golden body. 

Using the Zhonya Hourglass, the hero you played couldn’t be targeted for two seconds, but they also 

couldn’t move. 

“I can start it.” Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled slightly as a sparkle appeared in her eyes. 

There was no chance of them losing this game because they had been confident enough to give her 

Twisted Fate. 

This was the one that belonged to her, Destiny. 



After controlling the vision around baron, they went looking for a team fight mid. 

Luo Qing Chen used her ult and jumped into the five enemies. 

“Damn, is this person crazy? Are they feeding?” 

“I like it, I like it, I like being fed the most!” 

“Truly amazing feed! I like this kind of mid laner feeding the most!” 

…… 

The enemies who had been taunting her immediately fell silent. 

Because after they used a bunch of CC skills, Luo Qing Chen directly used her Zhonya’s Hourglass. 

Her entire body turned gold and she dodged all their ults and CC. 

The fans all stirred as they were simply stunned by Luo Qing Chen’s move. 

Landing golden, landing golden, landing golden. 

When they were stunned, Sacrificing Gods used a EQ combo with his ult, landing all his skills on the mid 

laner. 

At this time, Ye Qian Hun who was in the nearby bush used a W to keep up to deal damage, taking his 

life away. 

A small scale team fight occurred between them and it lasted a total of two to three seconds. 

Luo Qing Chen used all her skills after coming out of her golden state and destroyed the enemies. 

  

Chapter 1269: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 37) 

After the game was over, the fans were still filled with excitement. 

It was only the group stage for the provincial tournament, so the teams didn’t shake hands. 

The winning side stood up to bow to the audience before it was over. Of course, no one imagined what 

would happen next. 

Q Team’s Six Sauce cursed out at Sacrificing Gods from the stage. 

“The jungler, right! You remember for father that it really is a joke that trash like you can play in the 

provincial tournament! If it wasn’t for your carries, you wouldn’t be anything!” 

“Che.” There was a sound from the crowd, as if they were booing his embarrassing actions. 

“You……” 

The fatty was about to fight back, but he was stopped by Sacrificing Gods. 



He had his hands in his pockets and he looked like a youth that came out of a painting. He looked up 

slightly at Six Sauce with a bit of sparkle in his eyes, “Speaking of ability, this is the stage of the highest 

honour, you must be passing by.” 

As soon as his voice fell, he gave a shrug and gracefully walked off the stage. 

There were cheers in unison that came from under the stage, “Sacrificing Gods, Sacrificing Gods, 

Sacrificing Gods!” 

Luo Qing Chen looked at Feng Wu Yue still standing on stage. 

She wasn’t wearing sunglasses now and her eyes were as wide as grapes. When she blinked, one could 

see her thick lashes. 

She truly was a beautiful girl, she didn’t look like a professional gamer from a single glance. 

“You trash, father…..” Six Sauce still wanted to say something, but Luo Qing Chen cut him off. 

She cleared her throat and with an absolute sarcastic smile, she narrowed her cold eyes to say, “Do you 

know what a passerby is? It’s someone who walks around on stage once before heading back to the 

train station.” 

“Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah!” There were cheers from the crowd once again! 

The other side’s face turned red, but he could say a single thing in response to Luo Qing Chen. 

Adding in the cheers from the crowd, he felt even more awkward. 

After all, the winners were kings and the one who went first were cheap. 

Six Sauce wasn’t the former, but he fully exemplified the latter. 

After returning to the hotel, Luo Qing Chen immediately opened her laptop to see the posts on the 

forums. 

As expected, the matters of today had completely dominated the forums. 

One of the most eye catching posts was: «Passerby at the train station: Choking after losing and being 

slapped to the ground!» 

Little Watermelon: I saw the broadcast today! I quite liked Team Q before, but now they’re completely 

black! There’s no quality at all! 

Battling Next Year: Sacrificing Gods is so handsome! But I heard that there is some grievance between 

them, they seem to be related to Xiao Wu! 

Withered Leaves on the Ground: I feel that Dust Floating in the World’s words are considered 

handsome, alright? Ha, ha, ha, heading to the train station……” 

Beautiful Little Ran Ran: +1 above! I laughed for a year at this. 

…… 



“Sacrificing Gods, I felt that you were very charming on stage today!” Fatty gave a laugh with an excited 

look, “I almost thought you were going to fight him!” 

“Him?” Luo Qing Chen said, “You’re talking about Six Sauce?” 

“Un.” Sacrificing Gods replied as his eyes turned deep. 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen thought of something and covered her mouth with her right hand, “It can’t be 

that that Six Sauce is Feng Wu Yue’s…..” 

“Un.” Sacrificing Gods softly replied, “Her boyfriend.” 

  

Chapter 1270: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 38) 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned when she heard this. 

After all, that Six Sauce…..Not mentioning his height not being good, his face was also covered in 

pimples. It was simply heaven and earth when compared to Sacrificing Gods, alright? 

Had Feng Wu Yue’s eyes been hit by a car?! 

“It’s already past, now we talk with our strength.” Ye Qain Hun looked at him and said, “Do you still 

think that ADC is good after today?” 

Ye Qian Hun seemed very attached to that ADC name Jade Tree Facing the Wind, as if he didn’t even 

want to be in the same realm of discussion as him. 

“He’s still far lacking compared to you, god Qian.” Sacrificing Gods gave a shrug before giving him a 

thumbs up, “Who told you to be the most popular ADC of Team W!” 

“No, no, no, I think that god Qian should move aside.” Fatty was sitting in front of the computer staring 

at the screen as he said, “I feel that Qing Chen is about to take his place.” 

“What is this?” Luo Qing Chen was stunned as she looked over at fatty. 

His screen was on the most popular post which was named: «Dropping golden, forever killing god of the 

mid lane!» 

There were over a thousand replies and thirty thousand likes which showed how popular this post was! 

Or it should be said, how popular Luo Qing Chen was! 

There was a legend that said “try letting Twisted Fate through if you dare”. Falling golden and invite the 

mid lane killing god. 

“My god, isn’t this post’s name explosively handsome?” Sacrificing Gods looked to see that there were 

fans filled with worship on this post. 

Warm in Winter Cold in Summer: A fan of W’s mid laner to the end of the world! 乛?乛 



Once Upon a Time: That falling golden was explosively handsome, alright? I was sitting in the audience 

on the right and I could see the smiles on Team Q suddenly freeze. 

Hidden Sun: Ha, ha! They must have been laughing at god Qing Chen for feeding, but they never 

expected to be cheated like this! 

Warm Baby: I created a fan group for god Qing Chen: 439663519, join if you like him! 

…… 

“Mid lane killing god…..” Luo Qing Chen’s lips twitched into a faint smile, “This is too much praise for 

me!” 

“But what you just did really was handsome!” The fatty didn’t forget to mutter something, saying that 

‘newcomers shine while old players fall’. 

Luo Qing Chen unconsciously looked at Ye Qian Hun. There wasn’t any unhappiness in his eyes, rather 

he looked at her with a gaze of praise and his lips were curled into a faint smile. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 60%.] 

Due to the hotel, she still slept in the same room as Ye Qian Hun. Sacrificing Gods wanted to add a bed, 

but he was firmly declined. 

“Ye Qian Hun, have mercy!” At ten thirty, Sacrificing Gods was still at their door shouting. 

Luo Qing Chen who was leaning in bed reading a novel turned to Ye Qian Hun, “How about we just let 

him add a bed?” 

Actually, she wasn’t that willing, but it wasn’t a solution to let Sacrificing Gods shout at their door! 

“No.” His soft voice sounded very good, but it had a firm refusal. He then said, “Relax, he won’t yell for 

more than five minutes.” 

“Why?” Luo Qing Chen asked with a confused look. 

“Because he wants to see her and the person he wants to see will be here soon.” Ye Qian Hun took a sip 

of his coffee, “Xiao Wu wants to see him and I think tonight is a chance.” 

After all, they would be enemies in the following games. 

 


